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Abstract. A highly interactive and immersive Virtual Reality Training System
(VRTS) is developed, in terms of an educational serious game that simulates the
cooperation between industrial robotic manipulators and humans, executing
manufacturing tasks. “BeWare of the robot” application ultimately aims at
studying the acceptability of human-robot collaboration, when both human and
robot share the same workspace. The initial version of the application was evaluated by a group of users. Experimental results on usability and technical aspects are presented and several remarks about users’ experience and behavior in
the virtual world are discussed.
Keywords: Virtual Reality, Safe Human-Robot Cooperation, Manufacturing
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Introduction

In not-too-distant future manufacturing systems a need for cooperation and workspace sharing of industrial robots and humans to execute manufacturing tasks will
arise. For a long time now, safety of the human interacting with industrial robots is
addressed by segregation between humans and robots [1]. Cooperation of human and
robot may present an interesting solution that balances productivity, quality, initial
capital cost, running cost and flexibility. However, all important physical and “mental” safety issues that arise must be successfully dealt with. Serious games and highly
interactive and immersive Virtual or Mixed Reality training applications are preferentially deployed in such cases.
In terms of functionality, VR allows users to be extracted from physical reality in
order to virtually change time, space, and (or) interaction type [2]. Virtual Realitybased training systems (VRTSs) are advanced computer-assisted, interactive training
systems using VR technology, e.g. allowing proper test and operation of new equipadfa, p. 1, 2011.
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ment before it is actually installed [3]. They need to have the necessary physical fidelity to mimic the resolution of the physical world in order to be effective for tasks that
are characterized by a significant perceptual and/or motor component [4]. Shukla [5]
points out the significance of VR in manufacturing training. All VRTSs can be decomposed into three distinct functional parts: (i) output devices, (ii) input devices
(mainly for interaction), and, (iii) a VR engine including virtual scene, interaction
models, and a graphical representation of the user (avatar) [6].
In the literature, [7] first propose a deictic mode of sensory-motor control with gestures and a HMD for teleassistance, that can be useful for human/robot interaction and
control. Morioka [8] developed a new cell production assembly system, in which
physical and information supports are provided to the human operators to double
productivity. Krüger [9] gives a survey about human-robot cooperation and all available technologies that support the cooperation. Oborski [10] points outs the most important factors of man-machine interaction in advanced manufacturing systems and
proposes a method of human attributes modeling for human-machine (robot) interaction. Corrales [11] presents the implementation of real-time proximity queries between humans and robotic manipulators. From another point of view, [12] deal with
mental strains of human operators in human-robot cell production systems and propose metrics for a physiologically comfortable collaboration.
In this paper a serious game application named “BeWare of the robot” is presented,
simulating tasks of human-robot collaborative tape laying for building aerospace fabric reinforced composite parts. Profiled fabric layers (patches/cloths) are stacked successively inside a die, one on top of the other, until the desired thickness is reached.

Fig. 1. Avatar’s hands trying to pick-up the part from the robot (left) and user trying to put the
part in the metallic die (right).

Technical aspects of the application development are explained centering on safety
issues, such as contacts and collisions that are tackled through “emergencies”, i.e.
visual stimuli and sound alarms. Preliminary evaluation results by a group of users are
presented. Mental safety, i.e. human’s awareness of the robot’s motion, is the primary
objective.
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The Virtual Reality Training System Description and
Analysis

Shop-floor environment and its components were developed using Rhinoceros™
and 3ds Max™ for 3D part design and mesh creation. Unity 3d™ game engine was
used for assembly, rendering, lighting, physics, simulation, building compilation and
programming. “BeWare of the robot” VRTS is a PC standalone build that can run in a
typical PC with Windows XP™ and an nVidia™ graphics card supporting 3D stereoscopic vision. An immersive device (HMD) supporting head tracking and a Kinect™
sensor are needed to fully exploit navigation, tracking and immersion capabilities of
the system. Communication between Unity 3d and the Kinect™ sensor is implemented with the OpenNI framework. The VRTS incorporates (i) the virtual model of a
composites hand layout work-cell, (ii) the model of a Staübli RX90L robotic manipulator, (iii) the skinned model of an avatar created online in evolver.com, with a 3ds
Max™ biped attached to it, (iv) interaction scripts in C#, (v) real-time shadows and
lighting, and (vi) image, video and audio textures from the real working space. Interaction is mainly based on collision and ray-casting scripts, child/parenting functions,
and skeletal tracking of 18 avatar’s points.

Fig. 2. UML Use Case Diagram and Activity Diagram

In order to describe, analyze and decompose the system, Object-Oriented Analysis
(OOA) tools and UML 2.0 expressions are used. OOA methods divide the system to

its components and make every relation explicit [13]. The Use Case Diagram presented in Fig. 2 defines the required tasks and interactions between the user and the system. The Activity Diagram is a graphical representation of system behavior: flow of
actions, activities and transitions. The Structure Diagram provides a detailed analysis
of system entities, their attributes, the methods used and the associations between the
entities as shown in Fig. 3. OOA tools in VEs can be used as a path for the creation
and/or the improvement of the virtual world. In addition, through OOA methods,
system knowledge can be captured to build intelligence.

Fig. 3. OOA Structure Diagram showing entities, attributes and associations.
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Experiment Set-Up and Results

To evaluate both the effectiveness and the usability of the application, as well as to
investigate users’ experience, a series of experiments were carried out. The participants of the experiment are a group of 30 senior mechanical engineering students
(aged between 21 and 31 years), sufficiently familiar with theoretical Robotics and
Manufacturing Systems design. None of the students had tested the application before
the experiments.

The experimental task required subjects to individually test the “beware of the robot” application; that is to virtually collaborate in sequence with an industrial robot,
while sharing the same physical environment. The experimental goal was to
test/validate the following hypothesis:
─ Highly-interactive and immersive VRTSs may be a successful tool for motor skill
training, such as human-robot collaboration testing.
─ Immersion and head tracking the user experiences with the use of the HMD boosts
the feel of presence and realism. Manufacturing education is therefore enhanced
when physical access to equipment is either not possible or potentially hazardous.
─ The use of additional audiovisual stimuli (e.g. HD video textures and 3d spatialized
sounds from the real environment, real-time shadows and differed lighting) enhances user’s experience of presence in the virtual world.
The testing platform consisted of: the “beWare of the robot” application, a PC running Windows XP™ equipped with an nVidia Quadro™ FX1700 graphics card, an
eMagin Z800 HMD with stereo ear buds, a Microsoft Kinect™ sensor, keyboard and
mouse. Furthermore, in order to be able to reproduce what the users sees through the
HMD and to record the experiments with a video camera, we used a projector cloning
the displays of the HMD in a wall behind the user.
Experiment’s duration was 10 minutes and participants were given detailed instructions orally. After wearing the HMD, subjects were asked to stand in “Y” posture
towards the Kinect sensor in order to be detected and calibrated. They, then, had to
“discover” system’s tracking, moving and rotating capabilities, as well as the objects
of the virtual environment. Afterwards, participants had about 6-8 minutes to complete the tasks described in the Use Case Diagram (Fig. 2).
At the end of the experiment, each participant was asked to fill out and submit the
online form (questionnaire). This was developed from scratch in order to examine
user experience as well as system effectiveness. The questionnaire consisted of 42
questions, grouped into 3 thematic categories (i) participant’s personal information,
level and experience (14 questions), (ii) immersion, presence and realism (10 questions), (iii) usability, effectiveness, tracking and interaction quality, (18 questions).
Analysis was conducted on three levels: (i) online questionnaires, (ii) task execution video recording and a posteriori observation, and (iii) discussions with each participant.
3.1

Results and Discussions

Presence and Immersion. Table 1 shows the results of selected questions concerning users’ experience in the VRTS. Some interesting findings rise from this table
regarding the concepts of presence and immersion. Slater et al. [14] define presence
as a subjective phenomenon such as the sensation of being in a VE, while immersion
as an objective description of aspects of the system such as field of view and display
resolution. In the literature, several theories have been proposed on the nature of presence in immersive VR [15]. Our research focuses more on “presence by involvement”; that is, that both involvement and immersion are thought to be necessary for

experiencing presence. Moreover, [16] claim that “presence” and “situation awareness” are overlapping constructs.
In our experiment, a vast majority of participants were feeling as they were really
moving in the scene, “involved and present” in the virtual activity. In addition, 93%
of the subjects answered that they did not lose their concentration at all during the
test. The results also show that a large number of subjects felt like they were really
moving an object with their hands, despite the fact that the object did not have physical mass. A posteriori video observation emphasizes the above finding with an intrinsic proprioceptive users’ reaction: although subjects were told that they should use
one hand, 20% of them used both hands in order to grasp and to carry the workpieces.
We also noticed that some users (17%) spontaneously closed their hands and/or fingers in order to grasp the parts (as they would have reacted in the real world), although they were told that our system does not support fingers tracking.

Table 1. Users‘ experience selected results.

Usability and System effectiveness. Although 77% of the subjects had never used
the Kinect™ sensor before, only 10% of them encountered some difficulties during
the initial detection and calibration process. During the human-robot collaboration
procedure, almost all subjects (97%) replied that they easily perceived the red transparent sphere that represented the robot’s workspace, and 70% of subjects managed
not to enter into the workspace (which was the potentially hazardous area). The survey results show that most of the subjects favorably accepted the use of visual and
auditory stimuli (alarms) for the robot’s workspace awareness. Note that the red
sphere and visual alarms in general may be contradictory with fidelity and realism of
VEs, but realism is not always the ultimate goal. In VRTSs learning procedure for

example, exaggeration or deformation of real events is “authorized” for complex situations understanding [6].
Concerning the Kinect’s™ tracking quality, most of the participants considered
that the avatar was following their (tracked) movements precisely, 23% of them,
though, pointed out a slight “vibration” in the avatar’s movements. On the other hand,
observations revealed that 53% of the users sometimes “lost control” of their hands,
even instantaneously. That is because experiment tasks required user body rotation
towards the sensor, and at the extremes hands tracking is confusing: Kinect™ sensor
cannot easily distinguish the left from the right hand. In addition when users turn their
body at 180 degrees towards the Kinect sensor, skeletal tracking is lost and although
they may continue moving, the avatar remains “frozen” for a while in the last detected
posture. Furthermore, 43% of the subjects felt like their movements were altered
compared with the real ones; with emphasis in hands “roll” rotation (50%) and body
rotation (47%). Nevertheless, 70% of the subjects answered that they easily managed
to pick-up the workpieces from the robot’s end-effector, while 50% said that it was
easy to navigate (walk, rotate, bend etc.) in the virtual world.
Concerning user motivation, 76% of the participants replied that during the experiment they were feeling more as if they were participating in an amusing game, and
90% of the subjects answered that training tasks requiring human-robot collaboration
can be more attracting with the use of “serious games”.
Eventually, the results suggest a positive prospect for the use of VR for training. In
addition, moving around the scene and using real gestures (skeletal tracking) to manipulate objects and to complete the tasks makes learning more active and impressive
for learners.
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Conclusion and Future Work

Due to the notions of presence and realism VRTSs and highly-interactive serious
games are probably an efficient and safe learning tool to study human-robot collaboration with overlapping workspaces. Through multi-level “invisible” interactions with
the Kinect™ sensor skeletal tracking, user experience and behavior in the virtual
world can be recorded, studied and analyzed, leading to new knowledge acquisition.
Experiment questionnaire analysis permitted to identify several remarks about user
experience in the VE, and helped us pose the question of how virtual world affects
user temporal identity in the VE, which will be tackled in an upcoming study.
Moreover, a Mixed Reality version of the application where the user would interact
physically with real objects while being tracked and immersed in the virtual world is
expected in the near future. Authors are also working on solving the skeletal tracking
problems with the use of a second Kinect™ sensor.
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